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Banking
On Paper
PRINTING: Superior Press changes checks

when lenders merge or are acquired.
By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

A

ing service to bank clients.
For its fiscal year ended in July, privately
held Superior said that it had revenue of $25
million, the 82-year-old company’s best year
ever and an increase of about 44 percent compared with 2008.
So far, Superior has worked on acquisitions by existing clients, but Traut said that he
hopes to do more deals and expand the company’s roster of bank clients next year.
There should be plenty of opportunities as
banks continue to look for acquisitions and
potential sellers see healthy offers, said John
Ahn, president of Westwood brokerage and
investment bank B. Riley & Co.
“I think 2014 will be a good time to be a
seller,” he said.

Superior Press in Santa Fe
Springs, they’re used to jokes about
buggy-whip manufacturers. After all,
their business seems almost as anachronistic:
printing paper checks.
But even amid the rise of online banking,
Superior has managed to boost its sales by
more than 40 percent in five years thanks to
the growing number of bank mergers and
acquisitions.
The company works with the commercial
clients of banks that are being acquired, making sure those clients have checks and other
supplies adapted to the new bank’s systems.
It’s not a sexy business, but it is one that
helps companies make a smooth transition
from their old bank to the new one, said
Old and new
Kevin Traut, Superior’s senior vice president
Superior, founded in 1931, was on the verge
of sales and marketing.
of bankruptcy in 1997 when it was purchased
“Banks don’t want the client’s first impres- by Bob Traut, Kevin Traut’s father and the
sion to be that there’s an extra fee, or the bank company’s chief executive. At the time,
going to the client and saying their supplies
Superior had sales of about $1 million annually.
are wrong,” Traut said. “We make that transiThe elder Traut, who had worked in the
tion a little cleaner and easier.”
printing business making billSuperior first offered what it
board signs and graphics for
LABJ
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calls conversion services during
trucks, said the company had
the financial crisis, when many
been badly run and that busiDo you still write checks?
struggling or failed banks were
ness improved as he made
labusinessjournal.com
acquired by other institutions.
amends with dissatisfied
But this year was the compaclients.
ny’s biggest yet, as the bank acquisition marSuperior eventually grew out of its original
ket heated up in the recovery. In California
Santa Fe Springs location and into two neighalone, 15 bank mergers or acquisitions closed
boring buildings. This year, it moved out of
this year, up from 13 the previous year.
three buildings with a combined 45,000 square
Several more deals are set to close early next
feet and now occupies a 63,000-square-foot
year.
factory and office building on Norwalk
Superior works on projects nationwide and Boulevard. The company has grown from
has handled seven conversion projects in the
about 75 employees in 2008 to about 90 today.
last year and a half. The company can’t disHalf of those workers are on the factory
close the names of most of its clients, but it
floor, where checks and deposit slips are
has worked on several acquisitions by longprinted, cut, bound and packaged for delivery.
time customer Union Bank of San Francisco. (Superior prints only business checks not conThrough such deals, Superior not only
sumer checks.)
makes money by selling more checks and
The other half of Superior’s employees are
other supplies, but also earns fees by providin cubicles, calling customers or answering
T
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Inking Deals: Kevin Traut at Superior Press’ facility in Santa Fe Springs.

calls from them. Some customers are simply
reordering checks, deposit bags and other
supplies; others are customers of a bank that
has been acquired and have more specialized
orders, such as new scanners used to deposit
checks remotely and new software that allows
scanners to communicate with the bank. They
might even need training on how to process
checks and other payments with the new
bank. Also, checks often have to be
redesigned. If businesses print checks in their
office, their templates might have to change.
It can add up to a lot of hassle for bank
clients, said Steve Dellasega, a senior product
manager and the Dallas office of Union Bank
who works on mergers and acquisitions.
“From the client’s perspective, the change
is potentially extra work,” he said. “This is
their first interaction with your bank, so you
want to make it a positive experience.”
Banks used to handle this kind of customer
service in-house, Dellasega said, but, like many
other functions, they’re increasingly deciding it
makes more sense to outsource the ordering
and conversion of customers’ supplies.
“Banks have taken a different view of
what their core competencies are,” he said.
“Sometimes it just makes sense to move some
of these things out.”
Most of the conversion deals Superior has
worked on have been for larger banks, but
Kevin Traut said he wants to develop more business with smaller ones. Those institutions, even
more than big banks, should be interested in
outsourcing customer service work to Superior.
“As mergers ramp up, banks are looking
for all the help they can get,” he said. “Now

we want to go downstream to smaller banks.
They have even less resources.”
Superior services
When Superior handles a bank conversion,
it starts by getting in touch with the acquired
bank’s clients, letting them know how to
order new supplies and in some cases walking
them through any changes that need to be
made to their own processes or software.
Smaller, lower-priority customers might
get a letter or an email, while the highest-priority clients could get an in-person visit from
Superior. Early next year, Kevin Traut said,
the company will send sales representatives to
the 500 biggest clients of an acquired bank.
In the case of recent Union Bank acquisitions, the bank asked Superior to produce and
mail letters to affected customers and later to
send customers a “welcome kit” of basic supplies, such as deposit bags and check endorsement stamps, Dellasega said.
Though Superior has grown, it’s tiny compared with its competitors, which include
Harland Clarke Holdings Corp., a San
Antonio conglomerate that reported sales last
year of $1.1 billion in its check-printing unit, and
Deluxe Corp., a Shoreview, Minn., company
that sold about $900 million in checks last year.
Both firms print checks and offer customer
service and conversion services similar to
Superior’s. But Union Bank’s Dellasega said
he plans to stick with Superior.
“I’ve known them for quite a while,” he
said. “I think they’re one of the best vendors
around. They’re unusually responsive and
unusually high quality.

Orders for Aircraft Parts Give Manufacturer Lift
AEROSPACE: Analysts see

Ducommun shares rising
to appropriate height.
By KAY CHINN Staff Reporter

Shares of Ducommun Inc. spiked last week
as investors pushed the Carson aerospace and
defense manufacturing business back to level
analysts said was in keeping with its true value.
Ducommun stock rose 7.8 percent last
week to close at $27.79 on Dec. 18, placing it
among the top gainers on the LABJ Stock
Index. (See page 38.)
Analysts said this spike was in line with
their expectations as the company’s stock had
been undervalued.

The rise comes after a fall sell-off prompted by a heavy debt load and uncertainty over
government spending. The company had been
trading near its 52-week high of $30.91 when
it reported lower than expected third quarter
earnings Oct. 28. The news sent its shares
down 20 percent to $24.86 on Oct. 31.
However, analysts said the company might
have been oversold.
“We think the company is worth more than
where it’s trading. Maybe others are just starting to agree with us,” said Michael Crawford,
an analyst at West L.A. firm B. Riley & Co.
He said based on a longer-term defense
budget forecast, defense spending will likely
bottom out in 2014 and start to escalate over
the next five to 10 years.
In a note he issued after the October earnings
report, Crawford pointed out that Ducommun’s
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financials have been improving as it amended
and loosened certain debt agreement limits.
At the same time, the company’s commercial and military aircraft product lines have
seen strong growth. With business booming for
its top client, Boeing Co., Ducommun is
expected to see continued demand for its commercial aircraft products.

In addition, its acquisition of LaBarge
Technologies in 2011 has helped Ducommun
secure more orders for both defense and commercial aerospace electronics components.
The company announced last week that
Chief Operating Officer Joel H. Benkie will
succeed Anthony J. Reardon as president, a
change that was to take effect Jan. 1. Reardon
will continue as chairman and chief executive
of the company, while Benkie will retain the
responsibility of chief operating officer.
Reardon said in a statement that Benkie’s promotion was instrumental at a time when the company was preparing for greater revenue growth.
“He is a solid operational guy,” said Crawford,
who agreed it was good news for the company.
“We maintain our buy rating and the $33.50
price target,” he said in the note, adding that
the target was a conservative estimate.

